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supplementation of opposites
in simple predicate expansion
by YAO SHEN

the subject of this article is simple expanded predicates are formed by the
predicate expansion it discusses observable addition of auxiliaries and modalsmedals before the
grammatical word strings and grammatical verb the longer the expanded predicate is
formulas of three auxiliaries and two modalsmedals the farther apart the subject and the verb are
in the expansion of the english predicate in the first member in an expanded predicate is

two relationships one of these relationships either an auxiliary or a modal it is the first
is external the other internal the external auxiliary or modal that carries tense
relationship is that between the subject and distinction the verb does not in the
the predicate the feature under following pairs of sentences with both
consideration is within the predicate the unexpanded and expanded predicates a
subject though a member of a sentence is indicates the present tense b the past tense
nevertheless outside the predicate 2 the
internal relationship concerns the beluabelfabeffabehaviorvior
among members within the predicate it subject verbincludes formations ofcontinuous strings and
discontinuous strings with auxiliaries and la theythexchey doda
modalsmedals including the verb the three b theyme did

2aaa they are done
yao shen is professor in the english b theyahelhe weregere done

department at the university of hawaii an
author of over 80 publications in nine 3aaa they are being done
different countries she has also previously b they were being donecontributed to this magazine

4aaa theythe have been beinbeingheinghelne done
b neytheymey hadllad been beinbeing done

auxiliaries used are be have and do and the
two modalsmedals are will and can details are also 5aaa they will have been being done
given regarding the behavior of do the b they woulwouldmouldmouid have been beinbeing done
purpose here is to call attention to the
supplementation of opposites between the two sets A and B of twelve sentences
observable and the operational examples are each appear below the present and past
affirmative statements with simple expanded tenses are indicated by a and b set A
predicates that do not use words such as and contains unexpanded predicates set B has
or not and here now immediately expanded predicates with be have and do as
unexpanded ones are included for contrast auxiliaries and will and can as modalsmedals both

A feature which is independent of either sets have go be have do will and can as their
relationship external or internal and yet must lexical verbs
be taken up here is tense tense is the
presentpastpresent past distinction it is a distinction in
form in english it is indicated by the 1 this is the first of four installments I1 am
inflectional suffix of the first member in the grateful to robert A peters and elizabeth bowman
predicate the verb in the predicate occurs editor and associate editor of journal of english

last in an unexpanded predicate tense is linguistics western washington state college and
janet callender of the diversity of hawaii for theircarried the verb which the firstby is member detailed and constructive criticisms

and also is the last one
2 the terms subject and predicate are used for the

present they do purpose of explanatory convenience no offense to
or defense of chomskys deep grammar andthethey diddjadiadinpast fillmoresFillfillmoresdeepmores deep grammar is intended here
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set A verb
ala mary goasgoesgaas to church SO
a2aaaa mary isis funny be
ma mary has problems have
a4amaaaa marmary does the dishes do
a5aaaa marymarvmars wills her books to her schooschool L will
maaga wexmarymarx canscans tomatoes can

alb marmary went to church go
a2baab marymarv was funny be
a3baab rrmaryy hadad problemsprobie have
a4baab mary did the dishes doJJDlidliu
a5baab mary willedwillewllie her books to her school will
a6baab mamarylry canned tomatoes can

set B modal auxiliary verb

bla mary isis gonegene be &0&
b2abaa maryl44r is beinbeing funny be be
baab3a mary has had problems have have
b4abaa marmary does do the dishes do do
b5abaa amrmarymalmr will will her books to her school will willhill
b6abaa marmary can cantomatoescan tomatoes can can

bibblbalb marmary was gone be 9go900
b2bbab mary was being funny be be
b3bbab mary had had problemproblems have have
b4bbab mary did do the dishes do do
b5bbab mary wouldwoul will her books to her school will will
b6bbab marymar could can tomatoes can can

theme external relationship deals with the feature of subject agreement of be have do will and
can

subject agreement is most observable in be was agrees with both the first person singular and
the third person singular istIs t i

eeae7 wasas gone
3rdard she

it
are and were agree with the second person in both thetiietile singular and the plural

sing you alone are workinworking as a studentgou40uyou aaloneloneione were looked upon as a student

plu you two are regarded as students
youiouyouxousou two were going as students

subject agreement occurs in both tenses present tense is agrees with he she it present tense
amiunfuneun agrees with L past tense was agrees with he she it as well as with L the distribution in subject
agreement with be is as follows

number person tense
present past

hne
3rdard shes is

singular t
ist I1 am

2ndand you

ist we are were
plural 2ndand YOU

rd the
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subject agreement distributions between have and do are the same they are not as extensive
as those with be

number person tense
present past

he
3rdard I1 she7 has

t joes
s angularingularsingular id had

ist I1
20 nd douloumou

do
ist we havebave

plural ts 2ndand yououu
3rdard neylthey

whether be have and do are the auxiliaries in expanded predicates auxiliary verb or
whether they are the verbs in unexpanded predicates auxiliary verb the feature of subject
agreement remains

expanded unexpanded

marymarv isis doing her work IsLs mary doing herblerhlerheer work yes sheaheehe is
they are done with their work are they done with their work yesjestes they are
marymarv has done her work has mary done her work yesyea aheshea hhas
marymarv does do her work does marybiry dpdo her work yes she does

mary was doing herllerblerlter work raswaslas marsjlarmaryalarmar s doindoln her work yes she was
they were done with their work were they done with their workyesworkYes they were
mary had done her work had maryilarimar done her work yes sheahe had
termary did lohezohedo herrhoryoworkrk didkind mary do her work yes she did

there are two sets of be have and do as verbs in the unexpanded predicates they are the
lexical verb set and the auxiliary verb set both sets observe subject agreement and both sets
have the same past forms see sentences a2aaaa a4aaaa a2baab a4baab b2abaa b4bbab above

lexical verb auxiliary verb

mary is funny mary Lsis doing her work90rk
they are studentsstudent they are done with their work
mary has probiearobleprobleproblems mary has done her work
mary does the dishes mary did 10dolo her work

mary was funny mary wasvaswas dolndoindoing her work
they were studentstudents they werewer done withwlchithich their work
maryy had pproblemslo10 TO mary llailahad done her work
mary did cheththeq djdishes marymakymbry did do her work

the modalsmedals will and can lack the overt s form as the present third person singular marker

he wills come to see you
he cans come to see you

modalsmedals will and can may be said to have no subject agreement this feature can be observed in
expanded predicates modal verb

1I will enroll as a student
sing she will enroll as a student

ioulouyou0 alonealonaion will enroll as a student

plu you two will enroll as students

the lack of subject agreement is the same with will and can
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number person tense

present past

YOUou
singular hee

she will would
it can could

plural
we

tuTL
Tthey

u

when the modalsmedals function as the verb modalverbmodal verb in unexpanded predicates this absence of
subject agreement remains

will mary finish her work yesyessheyeesheshe will
can mary read the newnewspapernewspapespape yessheyeesheYeses she can

would marymar do0 the shopping tesyesyessheyeesheshe would
could marmary go home yesyessheyeesheshe could

there are two sets of will and can functioning as verbs in unexpanded predicates they are the
lexical verb set and the modal verb set the lexical verb set observes subject agreement the
modal verb set does not the past forms of the two sets are different also see sentences a5aaaa
aga a5baab a6baab and b5a135abaa 136ab6abaa b5bbab 136bb6bbab above

lexical verb modal verb

mary wills her books to her school mary will finish her work
mary canscan totomatoestoes mary saneancan keadreadlead thehe newnewspapernewspapespape

mary willed her books to her school mary wouldwoul 40do the shopping
mary canned tomatoes mary couldcoul go home

be have do will and can occurring in either the expanded predicate auxiliary verb modal
verb or the unexpanded predicate auxiauxiliaryfiary verb modal verb can be classified according

to whether they observe subject agreement or not auxiliaries observe subject agreement modalsmedals
do not

auxiliary verb modal verb

mary is doing her work mary will do her work
they are done with their work they will do their work
mary has done her work mary can do her work
marynarymmry does do her work they can do their work

mary was doing her work Nmarynirir would do her work
theythu wereweredonedone with theircheirnheichelr work thetheythexy would do their work
mary had done her work mary could do her work
marmary did do her work they could do their work

auxiliary verb modal verb

mary isis doing her work marynr will ajoqjodoherher work
they are done with their work they will do their work
maryhasmarthasmary has 4doneone her work mary can doapherdpherher work
mary does do her work they can idodo their work

mary was doing her work mary woulwouldwoulddoherdodoherher work
thythey werweredoneredoneweredionewe done with their work they wouldwoulwoulddodo their work
mary had done her work mary couldcoulddoher0dohero her work
marymakymarx did do her work they couldcoulddo0 doo their work
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the following sentences exemplify be have do willwillandand can in the external relationship qisolsoisaisQ is
used after the modal to show a lack of subject agreement

subject predicate
i

be hee as1sis going

tie wadwaiwas angone&ne
have liehefle has gone

do liehelleile does go

will kehe will 14 go

can ilehellelie cancane 0 VO8 L

continuedcontinconrinuedaed on next page
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in the external relationship do observes predicate expansion examined here is of
subject agreement in the way be and have do the last kind it includes strings that begin
its behavior differs from that of will and can with the auxiliary or the modal which hashastohastiorhastihastierabrwbror
which do not observe subject agreement the subject agreement and end with the verb
external relationship of be have do will and including all the inflectional suffixes other
can is given below with plus and minus than those of subject agreement which is

indicating the presence and absence of subject external relationship A string must have a

agreement minimum of two members and strings can be
continuous or discontinuous

relationship can will do have be continuous strings have members that
occur successively and they can be as short as

external two members to as long as five members the
longest string treated here

auxiliaries and modalsmedals are distinctive in A continuous string can have two members
their external relationship with the preceding one being an auxiliary

the internal relationship deals with aux and the following being the verb V

expansion phenomena inside the predicate example sentences are

the expansions are examined with the verb as aux V

the point of reference the verb occurs last in
an expanded predicate MX heaheartrt is smiling

the predicate of an affirmative statement all worries are gone
frequently has an observable verb the verb silence has fallen
can be the sole member in the predicate such such moments dodp happen

as they do and they did A predicate can be
the formula for 2 member continuousexpanded by the addition of words part of a a

word or bothwordsboth words added can be auxiliaries string is aux V

and modalsmedals in a continuous string of aux V be have
and do all participate forming

1 they Zao&o0 be V
2 theykhey do go havecaveeave V
3 they will go do V

the following indicates the occurrence of
words added can be neither auxiliaries nor be have and do as the preceding member and
modalsmedals thetiietile verb as the following member

1 they travel preceding do have be
2 they often travel following3 hleynleydieythehieyy often travel extenextensivelextensivelysivel

V
part of a word can be added to the predicate

A continuous string of three members can
1 the sheep lookbookkook happy have aux aux before the verb
2 the sheephee lookslook s happy
3 the sheep lookedlook ed happyhapp aux aux V

this kind of expansion though it is within the the curtains are bbeingn drawn
predicate and also with reference to the verb the dishes have been done

has been shiningthe lightis tense distinction and subject agreement
tense distinction is independent of either
relationshrelationrelationshipsh p subject agreement is external the formula for a 3 member continuous
relationrelationshipshipshiF A predicate can also be string is aux aux V

expanded by the addition of a word and part in a continuous string of three members
of a word with aux aux before the verb the only

occurrences are
1 they go90
2 they are go ing be be
3 atheyjtheythey will beobeebedbe O0 ggao n have be
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other than these two strings be have and do
do not form any continuous strings in aux references
aux before the verb the distribution below fillmore charles J the case for case ingives their occurrences and universals in linguistic theory edited by emmon
non occurrences in aux aux V bach and robert T harms new york holt

rinehartrinehartandwinstonand winston I1incnc 1968 p 25 and p 88
preceding do have be
following fries charles C the structure of english new

york harcourt brace and company 1952 ppap
909190 91do

have joos martin english language and linguistics
be beograd institute for experimental phonetics

1958 ppap 4810248 1 102OZ

be be al and have be aaa2 are the two joos martin the english verb form and
basic 2 member strings in forming longer meanings madison wisconsin the university of
continuous strings wisconsin press 1964 ppap 7681 101 and 147

it must be remembered that though shen yao vocabulary participation and
continuous string bebevbebebedbe V occurs as auxallxalix grammatical formula shift TESL reporter vol
aux V in the language sentence examples 3 no 2 1969 ppap 676 7 101110 11

with be be V as part of their predicate are shen yao vocabulary participation andby no means frequent A speculative coexistent grammatical formulas journal of
explanation could be that be be V is a english linguistics volume 41970 ppap 707770 77
recent development of late modern english
and is now undergoing the survival test of auxiliaries

twaddell W freeman the english verb
providence rhode island browntime 3 the same reason is perhaps also university press 1962 p 3

responsible for the low frequency of
occurrence of sentences in the three
subsequent longer formulas containing be
be V they appear here and in the next
installment

A continuous string can have four members
with aux aux aux before the verb

aux aux aux V

the music has been being writtenwrittearitte
the formula for a 4 member continuous
string is aux aux aux V

aux aux aux is the additive occurrence
of basic be be al and basic have be aaa2
with the deletion of redundancy in preceding
be in be be and be in have be forming have
bebebe be

be be al
have 4 bee Waaa2
have be be

do does not participate in aux aux aux
V

to be continued

3 see yaoYa oShenshen vocabulary participation and
grammatical formula shift TESL reporter vol
3 no 2 1969 676 7 and 10-111011loiiloillollloli




